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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
OF OREGON

UE

In The Matter of the Application of IDAHO
POWER COMPANY forAuthority to
lmplement a Power Cost Adjustment
Mechanism for Electric Service to
Customers in the State of Oregon.

APPLICATION
AND WAIVER OF PAPER SERVICE

I. INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to ORS 757.205 and757.210, ldaho Power Company ("ldaho Power" or

the "Company") respectfully requests that the Oregon Public Utility Commission (the

"Commission") approve its proposed Power Cost Adjustment Mechanism (.PCAM') for the

Company's Oregon jurisdiction. The proposed PCAM will match revenues from rates to the

Company's actual net power costs, and constitutes an "automatic adjustment clause" as

contemplated by ORS 757.210(1).

In the ldaho Power's last rate case, UE 167, the Commission recognized that the

Company's system is uniquely reliant on hydro generation.t This fact subjects ldaho

Power's power supply expenses to extreme variability,2 the impact of which is asymmetric,

causing the Company to incur excess power supply expenses more frequently than it

benefits from lower costs. ' As a result of these factors, recurring drought conditions over

multiple years have resulted in power supply expenses significantly in excess of those

included in rates and have forced the Company to file for (and receive) multiple excess

' Order No. 05-871 at 7.
2 See Direct Testimony of Gregory Said, filed herewith, ldaho Power/200, Said/5.
'In his testimony filed in UE 167, Company witness Gregory Said explained the asymmetric

impact of hydro variability on the Company. See ldaho Power/200, Said/8, filed in that case.
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power supply expense deferrals.a Moreover, because Oregon law limits the amount of the

deferral balances that may be included in rates,s ldaho Power's deferrals are subject to

prolonged amortization periods. The result is a significant mismatch of costs and benefits,

as the extraordinary costs incurred to serve customers during drought periods are shifted

onto later generations of customers.

In UE 167, the Commission directed the parties to work together to consider

alternative regulatory mechanisms that will more effectively allow ldaho Power to recover its

allowable power costs.6 Accordingly, the Company met with Commission Staff, Citizens'

Utility Board of Oregon, and Oregon Industrial Customers of ldaho Power in order to share

ideas regarding an appropriate mechanism. The Company makes this filing as the

culmination of those discussions.

The PCAM described in this Application will closely align the power supply expenses

included in customer rates with the power supply expenses actually incurred by the

Company. In so doing, the PCAM will ensure that customers that use energy today are

responsible for the costs that are incurred on their behalf, and further will allow current

customers to benefit from lower rates when conditions drive actual power expenses below

normalized rates. Moreover, ldaho Power's proposed PCAM reflects a fair and appropriate

o In UM 1198, the Company filed an application for authorization to defer excess power
supply expenses for 2005-06. That application was granted (Order No. 05-870) and the Commission
subsequently approved $2,889,117 in Oregon jurisdictionally-allocated excess power supply
expenses for amortization (Order No. 07-1 19).

ln UM 1261, the Company filed an application for authorization to defer $3,254 ,778 in Oregon
jurisdictionally-allocated excess power supply expenses for 2006-07. The parties have reached a
Stipulation in that case.

In UM 1331, the Companyfi led an application forauthorization to defer$5,705,230 in Oregon
jurisdictionally-allocated excess power supply expenses for 2007-08. No action has been taken on
that application.

5 See ORS 757.259.
u Order No. 05-871 at 7.
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1 allocation of the risks and rewards associated with ldaho Power's hydro generation system.

For all of these reasons, ldaho Power requests that the Commission grant this Application

and adopt the Company's proposed PCAM.

II. NOTICE AND EXHIB¡TS

In accordance with OAR 860-013-0070, ldaho Power hereby waives service by

means other than service by electronic mail. Consistent with that waiver, communications

regarding this Application should be addressed to all of the following:

John R. Gale
Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
Pricing Regulatory Services
ldaho Power Company
PO Box 70
Boise, lÐ 83707
Telephone: (208) 388-2887
Facsimile: (208) 388-6449
E-mail: rgale@idahopower.com

Gregory W. Said
Manager, Revenue Requirement
Pricing & Regulatory Services
ldaho Power Company
PO Box 70
Boise, lD 83707
Telephone: (208) 388-2288
Facsimile: (208) 388-6449
E-mail: qsaid@idahopower.com

Michael J. Youngblood
Senior Pricing Analyst
Pricing & Regulatory Services
ldaho Power Company
PO Box 70
Boise, lD 83707
Telephone: (208) 388-2882
Facsimile: (208) 388-6449
E-mail: mvounoblood(ôidahopower. com

Barton L. Kline
Senior Attorney
ldaho Power Company
PO Box 70
Boise. lD 83707
Telephone: (208) 388-2682
Facsimile: (208) 388-6936
E-mail : bkline@idahopower.com

Lisa D. Nordstrom
Attorney ll
ldaho Power Company
PO Box 70
Boise, lD 83707
Telephone: (208) 388-5825
Facsimile: (208) 388-6936
E-mail: lnordstrom@idahopower.com

Lisa F. Rackner
Kimberly Perry
McDowell & Rackner PC
520 SW Sixth Ave., Suite 820
Portland, OR 97204
Telephone: (503) 595-3925
Facsimile: (503) 595-3928
E-Mail: l isa@mcd-law.com

kim@mcd-law.com

In support of this Application, ldaho Power submits proposed Schedule 55, the tariff

that would implement the PCAM, attached to this Application as Attachment A and the
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1 testimonies and exhibits of Company witnesses, Gregory W. Said and Michael J.

2 Youngblood.

3 ldaho Power served copies of this Application and supporting documents on each of

4 the parties in UE 167.

5 III, PROPOSED PCAM STRUCTURE

6 ldaho Power proposes a PCAM with three distinct components: (1) the Annual Base

7 Rate Update (alternatively, "Annual Update"); (2) the Annual Forecast of Power Supply

I Expenses (alternatively, "Annual Forecast"); and (3) the Annual Power Supply Expense

9 True Up (alternatively, "Annual True-Up"). As described in this Section, these three

10 components will operate together to appropriately align Oregon customers' rates with their

11 share of the actual net power supply expenses incurred by the Company.

12 A. Annual Base Rate Update

13 ln October 2007 and each October thereafter, ldaho Power will file its best estimate

14 of "rìormal" power supply expenses for the upcoming water year, April through March. This

15 filing will be used to establish the prospective "base" power supply expense rate component

16 associated with the fonrard test year period. The filed estimate will include forecasted

17 "normal" loads, resources, market prices, fuel expenses, purchased power expenses and

18 surplus sales revenues under normal stream flow conditions. After adding expenses

19 associated with energy purchases from facilities qualified under the Public Utility Regulatory

20 Policy Act of 1978 ("PURPA"), the total net power supply expense will be divided by the

21 expected kilowatt-hour ("kWh") sales to calculate the updated unit cost per kWh. The

22 updated current cost per kWh will replace the existing unit cost per kWh included in the

23 Company's rates. The current base rate for power supply expense established in UE 167 is

24 0.316 cents per kWh. The Company anticipates that the annual base rate update will be

25 implemented for the first time on June 1, 2008 and annually on each June 1 thereafter.

26
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1 B. Annual Forecast of Power Supply Expense

2 To better match the timing of recovery of power supply expenses with the period in

3 which the power supply expenses are incurred, each March the Company will file its Annual

4 Forecast of Power Supply Expenses. The Annual Forecast will include a current forecast of

5 resources, market prices and fuel expenses consistent with anticipated stream flow

6 conditions for April through March as predicted by the Northwest River Forecast Center. A

7 rate associated with this updated view of prospective power supply expense will be

I proposed for implementation on June 1 of each year, coincident with the new Annual Base

9 Rate change. The first filing of this component would occur in March 2008.

10 C. Annual Power Supply Expense True-Up

11 Recognizing that even the best forecast of power supply expenses will not be

12 pedect, the annual true-up of power supply expenses will correct for any error in the

13 previous year's forecast. Beginning April 2009, the Company will file its Annual Power

14 Supply Expense True-up measuring the deviation between actual net power supply

15 expenses experienced the preceding year, April through March, and the base net power

16 supply expense established in October prior to that water year. This deviation from annual

17 base rates will be adjusted for revenues collected or refunded as a result of the Annual

18 Forecast. On June 1, 2009, and every June 1 thereafter, all three rates will go into effect.

19 D. Balancing Account

20 Deviations in actual power supply expenses from forecasted levels will result in net

21 power cost accruals that will be determined on a monthly basis and posted to a balancing

22 account. A positive balance represents money to be recovered by the Company from its

23 customers. A negative balance indicates money the Company will refund to its customers.

24 The balance, either positive or negative, will accrue interest at the rate paid on customer

25 deposits established by the Commission pursuant to OAR 860-021-0210.

26
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E. Rate Spread and Rate Design

As proposed in Schedule 55, recovery charges and refunds will be spread to

customers on a uniform cents per kWh basis to all customer classes in order to reflect

changes in costs per kWh incurred by the Company to serve customers.

IV. CONCLUSION

It is in the public interest to approve the requested PCAM. Approval will ensure that

the Company's prices will more accurately reflect the actual underlying cost of providing

service to its customers in the future. As discussed above, ldaho Power's unique reliance

on hydro generation, taken together with multiple drought years and Oregon's limitation on

the amortization of deferral balances, has made it impossible for the Company to recover its

power supply expenses in a timely manner. Approval of the Company proposed PCAM as

an automatic adjustment clause under ORS 757.210(1) would substantially mitigate these

problems, allowing the Company a fair and reasonable recovery. For these reasons, ldaho

Power respectfully requests that, in accordance with ORS 757.205 and ORS 757.210 the

Commission issue its order (1) finding that the proposed PCAM is fair, just and reasonable;

and (2) approving the proposed Schedule 55 as an automatic adjustment clause to be

implemented at the times and in the manner set forth herein.

Dated: August 17,2007.

Lisa F. Rackner

lonHo PoweR Colupnruv

Barton L. Kline
Senior Attorney
PO Box 70
Boise, lD 83707

Attorneys for ldaho Power Company
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Attachment A,



IDAHO POWER COMPANY
DRAFT 3

P.U.C. ORE. NO. E-26 oRtctNAL SHEET NO. 55-1 08/10/07

SCHEDULE 55
POWER COST ADJUSTMENT MECHANISM

APPLICABILITY

This schedule is applicable to the electric energy delivered to all Oregon retail Customers served under the
Company's schedules and Special Contracts. These loads are referred to as "firm" load for purposes of this
schedule.

BASE POWER COST RATE

The Base Power Cost Rate included in the Company's rate schedules is computed by dividing the
Company's power cost components determined under normal streamflow conditions, by weather-normalized firm
kilowatt-hour (kwh) sales. The power cost components include fuel and purchased power expenses, off-system
surplus sales revenue and purchases from cogeneration and small power producers qualified under the Public
Utility Regulatory Polices Act of 1978 (PURPA). The Base Power Cost Rate is 0.316 cents per kWh.

ANNUAL BASE RATE UPDATE

The Base Power Cost Rate will be updated annually in October based upon the forecasted "normal" Base
Power Cost for the upcoming water year (April through March).

ANNUAL FORECAST OF POWER SUPPLY EXPENSE

The Annual Forecast of Power Supply Expense (Annual Forecast) is the Company's estimate, expressed
in cents per kWh, of the power cost components (PURPA and non-PURPA related) for the forecasted water year
beginning April 1 each yearand ending the following March 31. TheAnnual Forecast rate forthe period beginning
April 1, 2008 is 0.00 cents per kWh.

ANNUAL POWER SUPPLY EXPENSE TRUE-UP

The Annual Power Supply Expense True-Up (True-Up) is based upon the difference between the Annual
Forecast of net power supply expenses for the previous year, April through March, and the actual net power
supply expenses incurred for the same period. The True-Up rate for the period ending March 31,2007 is 0.00
cents per kWh.

POWER COST ADJUSTMENT

The Power Cost Adjustment is based upon of the difference between the Annual Forecast rate and the
corresponding Base Power Cost rate as well as differences between the True-up expenses and the previous
year's forecast expenses. Ninety percent of the non-PURPA related differences, plus 100 percent of the PURPA
related differences are ultimately included in the Power Cost Adjustment rate.

The monthly Power Cost Adjustment rate for the period beginning April 1, 2008 applied to the energy rate
of all metered schedules and Special Contracts is 0.00 cents per kWh. The monthly Power Cost Adjustment rate
applied to the per unit charges of the nonmetered schedules is the monthly estimated usage times 0.00 cents per
kwh.

lssued By IDAHO POWER COMPANY
By John R. Gale, Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
1221 West ldaho Street, Boise, ldaho

Advice No.

OREGON
lssued:

Effective with service
rendered on and after:



IDAHO POWER COMPANY
DRAFT 3

P.U.C. ORE. NO. E-26 oRtctNAL SHEET NO. 55-1 08/10/07

BALANCING ACCOUNT

This schedule is an automatic adjustment clause as defined in ORS 757.210 and is subject to review by
the Commission at least once every two years. Oregon net power cost amounts will be determined on a monthly
basis and posted to a balancing account. An entry into the balancing account will occur in every month, unless
the actual net power supply cost is identical to the level in rates. A positive balance represents money to be
recovered by the Company from its customers. A negative balance indicates money to be refunded by the
Company to its customers. Both positive and negative balances will accrue interest at the customer deposit rate
established by the Commission pursuant to OAR-860-021-0210.

EXPIRATION

The Power Cost Adjustment Mechanism will continue from year to year until terminated. The Power Cpst
Adjustment included on this schedule will expire May 31, 2009.

lssued By IDAHO POWER COMPANY
By John R. Gale, Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
1221West ldaho Street. Boise. ldaho

Advice No.

OREGON
lssued:

Effective with service
rendered on and after.
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ldaho Power/100
Youngblood/1

Please state your name, business address and present position.

My name is Michael J. Youngblood. I am employed by ldaho Power Company

("ldaho Power" or the "Company") as a Senior Pricing Analyst in the Pricing and

Regulatory Services Department. My business address is 1221 West ldaho

Street, Boise, ldaho 83702.

Please describe your educational background.

ln May of 1977, I received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Mathematics and

Computer Science from the University of ldaho. From 1994 through 1996, I was

a graduate student in the MBA program of Colorado State University.

Please describe your work experience with ldaho Power.

I became employed by ldaho Power in 1977. During my career, I have worked in

several departments and subsidiaries of the Company, including Systems

Development, Demand Planning, Strategic Planning and IDACORP Solutions.

Most relevant to this testimony is my experience within the Pricing and

Regulatory Department. From 1981 to 1988 | worked as a Rate Analyst in the

Rates and Planning Department where I was responsible for the preparation of

electric rate design studies and bill frequency analyses. I was also responsible

for the validation and analysis of the load research data used for cost of service

allocations.

From 1988 through 1991 | worked in Demand Planning and was

responsible for the load research and load forecasting functions of the Company

including sample design, implementation, data retrieval, analysis, and reporting.

I was responsible for the preparation of the five-year and twenty-year load

forecasts used in revenue projections and resource plans as well as the

presentation of these forecasts to the public and regulatory commissions.
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ldaho Power/100
Youngblood/2

In 2001, I returned to the Pricing and Regulatory Department and have

worked on special projects related to deregulation, the Company's lntegrated

Resource Plan, and filings with the Oregon Public Utility Commission (the

"Commission") regarding the Company's deferral applications for recovery of

excess net power supply expenses.

lhave provided testimony to the Commission in UE 123lUE 131,

UM 1198,  and UM 1261.

What is the purpose of your testimony?

The purpose of my testimony in this docket is to describe ldaho Power's proposal

for a Power Cost Adjustment Mechanism ("PCAM") to be implemented in its

Oregon jurisdiction.

Why does the Gompany believe a PGAM is needed in Oregon?

In its Order issued in ldaho Power's last rate case, UE 167, the Commission

specifically recognized that ldaho Power's system is uniquely reliant on

hydroelectric generation. The order also acknowledges that in Oregon, the

Company is uniquely limited in its ability to amortize deferred costs.l In fact, over

the past several years, the Company has made a number of applications seeking

deferred accounting orders and recovery of excess net power supply costs.

Company representatives, Commission Staff ("Statf') and representatives of the

Citizens' Utility Board of Oregon ("CUB'), have discussed at length the impact of

these deferrals and the Company's ability to recover net power supply expenses

in a timely manner. In those discussions, the parties have discussed the

desirability of developing a PCAM, in order for the Company to better match its

revenues to the actual power supply expenses incurred.

23

24

'Order  No.  05-871,  p.7.
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ldaho Power/100
Youngblood/3

O. ls the PCAM the Company is proposing today a result of those

discussions?

Yes it is. In conjunction with Mr. Said, and with the input of Staff and CUB, I

have developed the mechanism the Company is proposing today.

Would you please give a general description of the PCAM the Gompany is

proposing?

The Company is proposing a PCAM that will have three separate and distinct

parts. These three parts of the PCAM are intended to accurately align Oregon

customers' rates with the actual net power supply expenses incurred. In this

way, the objective of aligning the expenses incurred and associated revenues

received will be achieved, sending the proper price/cost signal to the customer.

ïhe three parts of the PCAM are the: 1) annual update of the base power supply

rate ("Annual Base Rate Update" or, alternatively, "Annual Update")); 2) annual

forecast of expected power supply expenses ("Annual Forecast of Expected

Power Supply Expenses" or, alternatively, "Annual Forecast"); and 3) annual

true-up of previous year's power supply expenses ("Annual Power Supply

Expense True-Up" or, alternatively "Annual True-Up.").

Please describe the Annual Base Rate Update.

Each October, the Company will file its best estimate of "normal" power supply

expenses for the upcoming water yearl April through March. This estimate will

be used to establish the "base" power supply expense rate component

associated with the forward test year period. The estimate will include a

homogeneous view of forecasted "normal" loads, resources, market prices, and

fuel expenses for an average streamflow condition. This new base rate will be

implemented on June 1 of the following year.
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ldaho Power/100
Youngblood/4

Based upon current rates, would you please describe how the current base

rate would be updated?

Based upon the rates currently in effect in Oregon (ordered in UE 167, Order

No. 05-871) the current base rate is determined as follows:

Fuel Expense
Plus: Purchased Power

($ mil l ion)

$98.4
$14.3

o.

A.

a.

A.

Less: Surplus Sales $114.5

NPSE Excluding PURPA Projects ($1.e¡

Plus: PURPA Proiects $46.4

Total NPSE $44.6

Note: NPSE refers to Net Power Supply Expenses

With 2003 sales of 14,107,575 megawatt-hours, the unit cost included in

rates has been $3.16 per megawatt-hour (MWh). ldaho Power Exhibit 101

contains my calculations. This is equivalent to 0.316 cents per kilowatt hour.

Please explain the PURPA Project line item.

The Company has more than 90 contracts with small qualifying generation

facilities ("QFs") that qualify for mandatory energy purchases under the Public

Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 ('PURPA'). The Company is proposing

that the expenses associated with these mandatory purchases not be subject to

cost sharing so a separate line item is necessary.

What is the next step in determining the Annuat Base Rate Update?

lf the PCAM is approved, the next step will take place in October 2007, when

ldaho Power will file its first Annual Base Rate Update quantifying normal power

supply expenses for the April 2008 through March 2009 water year. ln doing so,

the Company will update its numbers for expected fuel expense, purchased
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ldaho Power/100
Youngblood/5

power and surplus sales under normal streamflow conditions. PURPA-related

expenses will be added, resulting in the Total Net Power Supply Expense

expected for April 2008 through March 2009. The Total Net Power Supply

Expense will be divided by the normal megawatt-hour sales to calculate the

updated unit cost per MWh. The difference between this updated amount and

the $3.16 per megawatt-hour established in UE 167 wil l be the Annual Base Rate

Update for April 2008 through March 2009. This rate, divided by 1,000 to convert

to a per kilowatt hour equivalent, will go into effect on June 1, 2008.

Please describe the Annual Power Supply Expense Forecast.

Each spring, the Company will file its forecast of the coming water year, April 1

through March 31 in order to establish the "expected" power supply expense.

The forecast will include an updated forecast of resources, market prices, and

fuel expenses consistent with anticipated streamflow conditions for April through

March. A rate associated with this forecast will be proposed for implementation

on June 1 of each year, coincident with the new Annual Base Rate Update.

When will the Gompany file its first Annual Forecast?

The Company's proposal will file the first Annual Forecast in March 2008. That

Annual Forecast will contain the same components as the Annual Base Rate

Update (fuel, purchased power, surplus sales and PURPA-related expenses).

However, each of these costs will reflect the most current expectations for the

April 2008 through March 2009 water year. The March 2008 FinalWater Supply

Forecast from the Northwest River Forecast Center in Portland, Oregon will be

used to establish expected streamflow conditions. Then-current price information

for April 2008 through March 2009 will be used to revise prices. Purchased

power prices will be evaluated at the fonruard heavy load price (on-peak) and

o.

A.
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3

ldaho Power/100
Youngblood/6

surplus sales will use the fonruard light load price (off-peak), consistent with the

prior Commission's Order 05-871 issued in UE 167.

Using these forecasted numbers, the Annual Forecast for net power

supply expense will be determined by adding fuel expense, purchased power

expense and PURPA costs, then subtracting surplus sales revenue. This Annual

Forecast calculated for April 2008 through March 2009 will be divided by the

expected megawatt-hour sales to determine the unit cost per MWh. The

Company anticipates that a rate adjustment equal to a portion of the difference

between the new base rate and the forecast rate would become effective on

June 1, 2008. The adjustment will add to or subtract from the base rate set in the

Annual Update.

Please describe the Annual Power Supply Expense True-Up.

Each April, the Company will file its Annual Power Supply Expense True-Up,

measuring the deviation between actual net power supply expenses experienced

for the preceding year, April through March, and the base net power supply

expense established in October prior to that water year. This deviation from

base will be adjusted for revenues collected or refunded by the PCAM during the

same period. Revenues associated with load growth would not be included in

the true-Up calculation.

How will the Annual Power Supply Expense True-Up be determined?

Each month the Company will track the deviations in actual power supply

expenses from forecasted net power supply expenses, adjust for revenues

collected or refunded by the PCAM for the month, and post the balance in a

balancing account. A yearto-date total will show the balance in the account at

any point in time. At the end of the year, the balancing account will have either a

positive or negative balance. A positive balance means that actual net power
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ldaho Power/100
Youngblood/7

supply expenses were greater than the revenue collected by the Company

through rates, and will indicate that the Annual Power Supply Expense True-Up

will be a surcharge to the customer. A negative balance in the balancing account

will indicate that the Company collected more than the actual net power supply

expense, and the Annual Power Supply Expense True-Up will be a refund. In

either case, the amounts in the balancing account will accrue interest at the rate

paid on customer deposits.

How will surcharges or surcredits from the balancing account be allocated

to customers?

Either a surcharge or surcredit will be spread to customers on a uniform cents

per kWh basis to all customer classes in order to reflect the changes in net power

supply expenses incurred by the Company to serve its customers.

Will the Gompany file an Annual Power Supply Expense True-Up in the first

year of the PGAM?

No. The Annual True-up portion of the PCAM will not go into effect until the

second and subsequent years of the PCAM. The Company's first Annual Power

Supply Expense True-Up will be filed on or before April 15, 2009. lt will be

determined by measuring the deviation between actual net power supply

expenses experienced for the period April 2007 through March 2008 and the

base net power supply expense established in October 2007, less revenues

collected by the PCAM during the April 2007 through March 2008 watet yeat.

Revenues associated with load growth would not be included in the true-up

calculation. This deviation amount, divided by the normalized sales from the

October 2008 Annual Base Rate Update calculation, will be the Annual Power

Supply Expense True-Up for April 2008 through March 2009. The rate would go

into effect on June 1. 2009.
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Would you please recap the timing of each of the three parts of the PCAM

and when the resulting rate changes would be in effect?

Yes. ldaho Power Exhibit 102 provides a graphical representation for the

proposed filings and effective period for the rates from each of the three separate

parts of the PCAM. As shown in the Exhibit, the first Annual Base Rate Update

filing would be in October 2007. The Company anticipates this filing will be

subject to a review period through May 2008 with new base rates becoming

effective June 1, 2008. The first Annual Forecast will be filed in March 2008.

again with the rates effective June 1, 2008. Both of these rates would be in

effect from June 1, 2008 through May 31, 2009, a period of one year during

which the second Base Rate Update and Forecast Update filings would be made

in October and March respectively. ln addition to those second filings, in April

2009 the first Annual Power supply rrue-up filing will occur truing-up the

deviation from actual net power supply expenses. on June 1, zeog, and every

June 1 thereafter, all three rates will go into effect.

ls the Gompany proposing to share the risk between its customers and

shareholders?

Yes. Just as the Company's ldaho customers share the risks and benefits

associated with a predominately hydro-generation system, the Company is

proposing the same sharing for its Oregon customers. All non-PURPA related

net power supply expenses above or below the base non-PURPA related net

power supply expense will be shared 90110. The Company's shareholders' will

absorb 10o/o of the additional expenses incurred during higher cost years, usually

associated with drought conditions, and the customers will bear 90% of the extra

expense. In lower cost years, usually associated with favorable water conditions,
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the reverse is true, where the Company's shareholders will receive 10% of the

benefit and the customers will enjoy g0%,

Why are PURPA costs passed through to customers at l00o/o?

Under PURPA, utilities are obliged to purchase energy from QFs based on a

pricing structure referred to as avoided cost rates. The Company has no

discretion in purchasing or not purchasing power supplied by QF facilities.

Moreover, in Oregon, small QFs must be offered standard rates and standard

contracts with no option for negotiation. For these reasons it is not appropriate

for the Company's shareholders to receive benefits from or be penalized by

those purchases. Recognizing this, the ldaho Commission allows the Company

to pass PURPA costs through to ldaho customers at 100o/o.2

Would you please give an example of how an Annual Power Supply

Expense True-Up would be calculated?

Yes. First assume, for simplicity, that base Net Power Supply Expense (NPSE)

is $40 mill ion, PURPA is $60 mill ion, and normalized sales are 10,000,000 MWh.

Next, assume that the actual NPSE experienced by the Company is $44 million,

actual PURPA costs are $62 million, and normalized sales remained the same

(no load growth). The Annual Power Supply Expense True-Up would determine

the deviation from base NPSE, without any change associated with load growth.

To do this, one would first calculate the base cost per unit of $4.00

($40,000,0001 10,000,000 MWh = $4.00 per MWh). Then one would calculate

the cost per unit of the increased NPSE of $4.40 ($44,000,000 / 10,000,000 =

$4.40 per MWh). The increase in unit costs over the base is $0.40 (Actual NPSE

of $4.40 less base NPSE of $4.00). Multiply this per unit increase in NPSE by

the base normalized sales to eliminate increases due to load growth to determine

o.

A.

2 See Order No. 24806, issued in Case No. IPC-E-2-25. on Mar. 29. 1993.
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the deviation from base NPSE of $4,000,000 ($0.¿O per MWh x 10,000,000 MWh

= $4,000,000). Multiply this deviation in base by ninety percent to determine the

customers' share of $3,600,000.

To this total non-PURPA deferral amount of $3,600,000, the deviation of

actual from base PURPA costs of $2,000,000 (Actual PURPA costs of

$62,000,000 less base PURPA costs of $60,000,000) is added. The total

change in NPSE is $3,600,000 plus $2,000,000 for $5,600,000 on a system

basis. The $5,600,000 would be divided by the base normalized sales of

10,000,000 to derive an Annual Power Supply Expense True-Up of $0.56 per

MWh. In this example, ldaho Power's customers would see a rate increase of

0.056 cents per kilowatt-hour.

What would happen if normalized sales had also increased in addition to

NPSE and PURPA costs?

In order to answer this question, let's assume everything is the same as the

previous example, but normalized sales increase from 10,000,000 to 12,000,000

MWh, a load growth of 2,000,000 MWh. In this case, the net result would

actually be a refund of $1,000,000 on a system basis. The.simplified calculation

is shown below:

Actual Non-PURPA $/MWh = $44,000,000 / 12,000,000 MWh = $3.67 per MWh

Base Non-PURPA $/MWh = $40,000,000 / 10,000,000 MWh = $4.00 per MWh

Increase (Decrease) from Base = $3.67 - $4.00 = ($0.33) MWh

Non-QF deferral = ($0.33) X 10,000,000 MWh Xg0o/o = ($3,000,000)

QF deferral difference as before = $2,000,000

Total change in NPSE = ($3,000,000) + 92,990,000 = ($1,000,000)

True-Up Rate = ($1,000,000) / 10,000,000 MWh = ($0.t0) per MWh or a 0.01

cents per kilowatt-hour refund for the customer.
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With regard to the Annual Base Rate Update filed each October, please

describe the methodology the Company proposes to determine "normal"

net power supply expenses.

The Company is proposing a methodology comparable to the one adopted by the

Commission in ldaho Power's last general rate case, in Order No. 05-871. The

Company will use the latest output of the AURORA model to determine its net

power supply average dispatch. Then the Company will use a fonrvard price

curve to replace the AURORA determined prices, to set prices for power costs.

The Company's purchases will be priced at on-peak prices and its sales at off-

peak prices.

What forward price curve does the Gompany propose to use in setting the

base power supply expenses?

The Company proposes using a fonruard price curve for two years in the future.

ln order to remove the effects of inflation, the values associated with the price

curve will be discounted back to the test year months.

Why is the Gompany proposing to use a forward price curve formulated for

so far in the future, as opposed to one formulated for some time in the

nearer term?

In his testimony, Mr. Said discusses the history behind the use of fonruard price

curves in setting the Company's current retail rates in Oregon. As I will discuss

in more detail below, the Company believes that the use of fonryard price curves

is not optimal because-instead of providing an accurate view of prices under

"normal" conditions-fonruard price curves are strongly influenced by current

conditions. So for example, during a period of drought, fonryard price curves for a

hydro-based utility like ldaho Power will incorporate an assumption of continuing

drought, thus exerting upward pressure on prices.

a.

A.

o.

A.
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That said, the Company does believe that the bias created by current

conditions is most pronounced in near-term projections, and will lessen the

further out the curve projects. In short, as I will also discuss in more detail below,

we believe that fonryard price curves should revert to normal after some period of

time. For this reason we are comfortable proposing a price curve for two years

out. We believe that this proposal appropriately balances the benefits of setting

base rates according to the methodology approved in Order No. 05-871, with the

need to remove near-term bias of existing conditions.

How do current forward price curves, which are influenced by current

streamflow conditions, impact the determination of "normal" net power

supply expenses?

lf current streamflow conditions are below average, as ldaho Power has

experienced in six of the last seven years, then current fonruard price curves

reflect those conditions, at least for the short{erm. As a result, projections of

future electricity prices are higher than "normal" conditions. Consequently, when

a net power supply expense is estimated with inflated (not normal) prices, it

"appears" that revenue received from surplus sales will greatly offset the

expenses incurred for fuel and purchased power costs. The result is that the

Company's net power supply expenses are understated. ldaho Power maintains

that this is erroneous and believes that recent history supports this argument.

Why does the Gompany believe that a forward price curve two years in the

future, discounted for inflation, to be a better estimate of a "normal"

forward price curve?

Foruvard prices curves are used for trading purposes, and the prices within those

price curves are reflective of the traders' perception of near-term supply and

demand for electricity. Based upon our discussions with the Company's market

12  A.
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risk analysts, Mr. Said and I have concluded that forward price curves, while

influenced in the short-term by current conditions, should trend back to a

"normal" view of electricity prices in the future. The question is, "how soon do

forward price curves return to normal?" Our risk analysts have advised us that

the effects of adverse hydro conditions can linger more than a year. Poor hydro

conditions, especially multiple years of reduced streamflows, can cause higher

prices to persist and it will take a couple of years to return to normal.

Recognizing this persistence of adverse water assumptions in fonruard prices and

not wanting to select a forward curve too distant in the future, we chose two

years.

O. What does your proposed forward rate curve mean for the Company's

PGAM proposed today?

For the Annual Base Rate Update filed each October, the Company will file its

best estimate of a "normal" expectation for the coming water year, April through

March. In doing so, the Company wil l use an AURORA run which wil l include

more than 80 years of historical hydro conditions, expected loads and resources

for the coming water_year, allowing AURORA to determine the economic

dispatch of the Company's resources. This is consistent with the methodology

accepted in the Company's last general rate case, Docket UE 167, Order No. 05-

871. Using the average generation dispatch from this run, the Company will

replace AURORA pricing with monthly prices from a two-year fonnrard price

curve, discounted for inflation, to set prices for power costs with purchases made

at on-peak prices and sales made at off-peak prices. The result would establish

the "normal" net power supply expenses expected for the coming water year.

What two-year forward curye would the Gompany use in its October 2007

fil ing?

A.

o.
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ln October 2007, for the coming water year of April 2008 through March 2009,

the Company will use an average of the monthly fonruard price curves for April

2010 through March 2011, discounted for inflation back to April 2008 through

March 2009.

Why is the Gompany proposing to use an average of the monthly forward

price curves for April 2010 through March 2011?

Fon¡vard prices can vary greatly from day to day. In addition, forward prices vary

for seasonal fluctuations throughout the calendar year. In order to smooth these

daily fluctuations, and yet still maintain a seasonal shape for the fonuard prices,

the Company is proposing to average the daily fonruard price curves over each

month, and use that average for the monthly price. As a result, each month,

April 2010 through March 2011, would have an average monthly forward price

determined for both heavy load hours and light load hours in order to price

normal power purchases and surplus sales, respectively.

Over what period will the two-year fonrard monthly averages be

determined?

These two-year fonryard monthly averages are to be used in the Annual Base

Rate Update the Company will file each October. Therefore, in order to smooth

the effects of daily variations, the Company will use the one-year period from the

preceding October through September to obtain average monthly price curves,

two years fonryard.

Would you please describe in more detail the process that the Company

will utilize in determining the forward price curve for the October 2007

Annual Base Rate Update filing?

ln October 2007 the Company will file its Annual Base Rate Update in order to

determine normal net power supply expenses for the period of April 2008 through

o.

A.

o.

A.

o.

A.
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March 2009. In that filing, we will use two-year fonryard price curves for the

period of April 2010 through March 2011. Data for those curves will be collected

for one year prior to the filing, October 2006 through September 2007. The

average monthly prices (for each of the months April 2010 through March 2011)

will be calculated by averaging all of the daily price curves for the month. To

remove the effects of inflation, each of these monthly average prices will then be

discounted back to the period of April 2008 through March 2009, thereby

producing the "normal" fonuard prices to be used to re-price the Company's

purchase power and surplus sales estimates for the period April 2008 through

March 2009.

How will the Gompany allocate net power supply expenses between its

ldaho and Oregon jurisdictions?

The calculation of net power supply expenses is used in determining the Annual

Base Rate Update, the Annual Forecast and the Annual Power Supply True-Up.

ln all cases, NPSE are determined on a system-wide basis. That determination,

which may result in either an increase or decrease to base net power supply

expenses, will be allocated between the Company's ldaho and Oregon

jurisdictions. Currently the Oregon jurisdictional share of that allocation is 4.80%.

You stated before that the Gompany has had a PGA in its ldaho jurisdiction

since 1993. Does that mechanism make use of deadbands around net

power supply expenses within which no collection or refund of excess net

power supply expenses is allowed?

No.

ls the Gompany proposing deadbands for the PCAM in its Oregon

jurisdiction?

No. Mr. Said discusses the rationale for that decision in his testimony.

o.

A.

o.
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1 Q. Does this conclude your testimony?

2 A. Yes it does.
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Please state your name and business address.

My name is Gregory W. Said and my business address is 1221 West ldaho

Street, Boise, ldaho.

By whom are you employed and in what capacity?

I am employed by ldaho Power company ("rdaho power" or the ',company',) as

the Manager of Revenue Requirement in the Pricing and Regulatory Services

Department.

Please describe your educational background.

In May of 1975, I received a Bachelor of Science Degree in mathematics with

honors from Boise State University. In 1999, lattended the public Util i ty

Executives Course at the University of ldaho.

Please describe your work experience with ldaho power.

I became employed by ldaho Power in 1980 as an analyst in the Resource

Planning Department. I developed power supply modeling for use in determining

the average net power supply expenses associated with multiple hydro

conditions that was utilized by both the ldaho Public Utility Commissíon (the

"ldaho commission") and the oregon public utility commission (the

"Commission") in determining the Company's jurisdictional revenue requirements

for the 1981 test year. In 1g85, the company applied for a general revenue

requirement increase in both ldaho and oregon. I was the company witness

addressing power supply expenses.

In August of 1989, after nine years in the Resource Planning Department,

I was offered and I accepted a position in the Company's Rate Department. With

the company's application for a temporary rate increase in ldaho in 1992, my

responsibilities as a witness were expanded. while I continued to be the

o.

A.

o.

A.
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company witness concerning power supply expenses, I also sponsored the

Company's rate computations and proposed tariff schedules in that case. Also in

1992, I developed a "Power Cost Adjustment Analysis" report that the Company

filed with the ldaho commission on september 1r1, jggz. Later that year on

Novemþer 24, 1992, the company applied for authority to implement a power

cost adjustment ("PCA") in its ldaho jurisdiction. I was the Company witness

addressing the specific mechanism features proposed by the company.

In 1996, I was promoted to Director of Revenue Requirement. At year-

end 2002, I was promoted to the senior management level of the company.

What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?

The purpose of my testimony is to provide the Commission with an overall

context for the company's power cost Adjustment Mechanism ("pcAM,)

proposal and the policy decisions that shape the proposal.

You have testified that the Gompany applied for authority to implement a

power cost adiustment in its ldaho jurisdiction in 1992. What were the

factors that led to that application?

In the late 1980s and early 19g0s, the company experienced a prolonged period

of drought which resulted in multiple years where the Company's system power

supply expenses greatly exceeded its "normalized" power supply expenses

included in base rates. As a result the Company applied for a series of drought-

related surcharges. Whlle the Company was granted rate relief, several parties

pointed out the Company had not reduced rates during periods of low system

power supply expenses that had accompanied the abundant water conditions

that existed in the early 1980s. This asymmetric approach of seeking surcharges

when power supply expenses were high, but not requesting rate relÍef when

o.

A.
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power supply expenses were low, prompted the ldaho Commission to order the

Company to evaluate a power cost adjustment mechanism. Following a lengthy

proceeding, the ldaho Commission approved the ldaho Power Cost Adjustment

("ldaho PCA') that has been in existence in ldaho for 15 years.

You mentioned that ldaho Power's system power supply expenses are

related to variation in water conditions. ls the ldaho PGA an adjustment

related solely to water conditions?

No. Although water conditions greaily affect ldaho power's power supply

expenses, the ldaho PCA considers all factors that ultimately affect system

power supply expenses including changes in fuel prices, purchased power

prices, surplus sales prices and resource availability.

What level of volatility of system power supply expenses did the parties to

the ldaho PcA case considerwhen the ldaho pcA was created in 1992?

Based on then-current analysis, the parties expected that, depending upon water

and market conditions, the company's system power supply expenses could

vary by over $100 million from the worst of conditions to the best of conditions.

what level of volatility of system power supply expenses does the

Gompany anticipate today?

Based upon its current ldaho filing, the company now anticipates system power

supply expenses that can vary annually by over 9400 million. ldaho power

Exhibit 201 shows how that expected variance was determined.

what is the annual system revenue requirement of the company?

Based upon information contained in the company's pending ldaho General

Rate case filing (IPC-E-07-8), based upon a 2007 test year, the annual system

revenues required from jurisdictional sales and wheeling revenues is

o.

A.

o.

A.

o.
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approximately $732 million. This includes $174 million of return on investments

based upon an assumed authorized rate of return on equity ol 11.5o/o. Assuming

that normalized power supply expenses are set at the midpoint of the 9400

million of variability, it can be seen that without pCAMs, the Company's actual

returns could be totally eliminated or more than doubled by prevailing conditions.

Did the Gompany propose a PCAM in Oregon in 1g92?

No. Based upon discussions with Commission Staff, the Company understood

that the Commission did not believe that PCAMs were in the public interest at

that t ime.

Why is the Company requesting a PGAM in Oregon now?

Similar to the events that occurred in ldaho 15 years ago, recurring drought

conditions over multiple years have forced the Company to request multiple

excess power supply expense deferrals in Oregon. Because of the small size of

the Company's revenues in Oregon and Oregon law limiting amortization of

deferral balances, these deferrals are subject to prolonged amortization periods.

This process results in a shift of the extraordinary costs to serve current Oregon

customers on to later generations of customers. The Company believes that in

UE 1671 the Commission has indicated a desire to resolve this issue to ensure

that the customers that use energy today are responsible for paying for the costs

that are incurred on their behalf-rather than passing those costs on to future

customers. Additionally, a PCAM will allow current customers to benefit from

lower rates when conditions drive actual power supply expenses below

normalized levels included in rates.

t  Order No. 05-871, p.Z.
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You have mentioned that "normalized" levels of power supply expenses

are included in the Company's base rates. Why are normalized power

supply expenses used in setting rates?

As I have discussed, actual annual power supply expenses can vary to a great

degree depending upon water and market conditions. For purposes of base rate

determinations, commissions seek to identify the central tendency of potential

variation in system power supply expenses such that over time the average of

the actually experienced power supply expenses will equal the normalized level.

For a system with small variance in power supply expenses, power supply

related risk is low and a PCAM would not be of substantive value. However, for

ldaho Power with its high variation in power supply expenses from condition to

condition, a PCAM is of significant value to both the Company and its customers.

Please provide an overview of the oregon PGAM features that the

Company is proposing.

The three primary features of the company's proposed oregon pcAM are: 1) an

annual update of base level (normalized) power supply expenses-the Annual

Base Rate update (or, alternatively, "Annual update") ; 2) an annual forecast of

expected power supply expenses-the Annual Power supply Expense Forecast;

(or, alternatively, "Annual Forecast"); and 3) an annual true-up of previous year

power supply expenses-the Annual Power Supply Expense True-Up (or,

alternatively, "Annual True-Up").

Please describe the purpose of the Annual Base Rate Update.

The primary purpose of the annual update of base level (normalized) power

supply expenses is to address the impacts of load growth and resource

acquisition on power supply expenses. lt is important to note that only the

o.

A.

a.
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variable costs of resource acquisition would be updated. Recovery of fixed costs

and returns related to resource acquisition would need to be addressed in a

separate proceeding.

Would the Annual Base Rate Update be consistent with the Commission's

determination of normalized power supply expenses in the Gompany's last

Oregon jurisdictional revenue requirement case?

Yes. In the Company's last general rate case in Oregon, the Commission was

unwilling to accept the full results of ldaho power's AURORA power cost

modeling in setting normal future market prices but was willing to accept Staff's

proposal to adjust AURORA results by utilizing fonryard price curves as

representative of normal future power prices. While the Company believes that

the use of foruvard price curves as representations of normal market prices is not

an optimal long-term solution, the Company does not want this issue to delay the

adoption of its PCAM. Therefore, at this time the Company is proposing to utilize

fonryard price curves for determining normalized power supply expenses. The

Company anticipates that it will be able to demonstrate in a future Oregon rate

case that its power supply cost modeling is sufficiently accurate to replace the

use of the fonryard price curves in both PCAM and the general rate case filings.

Mr. Youngblood testifies to the specifics and timing of the Annual Base Rate

Update.

Please describe the purpose of the Annual Forecast.

The primary purpose of the annual forecast of expected power supply expenses

is to attempt to match the timing of recovery of power supply expenses with the

period in which the power supply expenses are incurred. The forecast will be the

company's best estimate of what power supply expenses will actually be

o.

A.
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compared to the updated base level of power supply expenses. Mr. Youngblood

testifies to the specifics and timing of the annual forecast.

Please describe the purpose of the Annual power supply Expense True-up

of power supply expenses.

Recognizing that even the best forecast of power supply expenses will not be

perfect, the Annual Power Supply Expense True-up will correct for any error in

the previous year's forecast. This ensures that ultimate PCAM recovery is not

tied to the accuracy or inaccuracy of the forecast. Mr. Youngblood testifies to the

specifics and timing of the annual true-up.

lf ultimately the forecast is corrected after the fact, why is a forecast

needed in the first place?

The forecast is intended to match the responsibility for power supply expenses

incurred with the customers who receive the benefits of the energy provided. A

PCAM based solely upon a true-up shifts the costs or benefits derived in any

given year to consumers on the system in the following year. This substantially

mutes the price signal provided by a pCAM.

ls the Gompany proposing a deadband for purposes of the forecast and

true-up features of the Oregon PCAM?

No. The company believes that symmetric treatment of power supply expense

deviation from normal levels is threatened by dead bands. Asymmetry arises

from improper setting of base levels which, as I have testified, remains a concern

of the Company. In addition, the Company believes that deadbands reduce the

effectiveness of a properly designed PCAM, The company has had a pCA in its

ldaho jurisdiction since 1993 that does not use deadbands. The mechanism in

ldaho has been well established and has worked well in achieving its objectives
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of giving appropriate and timely price signals during drought conditions as well as

providing customers with financial benefits during times when streamflows are

above normal and opportunities for sales of surplus energy are enhanced.

Deadbands can have the perverse effect of introducing an incentive to set

base net power supply expenses artificially low. setting base net power supply

expenses artificially low penalizes the Company and its shareholders and fails to

provide the appropriate price signals to the Company's customers at times when

such signals are needed. lf the Company's net power supply expenses are set

at an artificially low level, then the Company's actual NPSE will always be greater

than the base. consequently, the company will always be lagging in recovery of

its NPSE, and will always be subject to non-recovery of a portion of its expenses

above the base. lf deadbands are not present, it is in everyone's best interest to

set the base NPSE as close to actual as possible. In that way the company

recovers appropriately incurred expenses above the NpSE and the Company's

customers enjoy the benefits of net power supply expenses falling below the

base NPSE. with a properly set base NpsE, it is appropriate to assume that

both collections and refunds would occur. Deadbands have the effect of

negating that assumption and take away the value of symmetry around the base.

The company does not agree with the use of deadbands, and is not proposing

deadbands in this Oregon PCAM application.

Does a PCAM eliminate the Gompany incentive to optimally manage the

system if the proposed PCAM is approved?

No, the Company has a 10% interest in all power supply transactions under its

control. Based upon a potential variance of over $400 million in power supply
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expenses, the Company still has a strong incentive to manage its system

optimally.

what level of sharing of deviations in power supply expenses from normal

levels does the Company propose?

The Company proposes that deviations in power supply expenses attributable to

power purchase contracts required by the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of

1978 ('PURPA") be passed through looo/o to customers. The company has no

control over PURPA production and is required to take all power produced by

PURPA facilities at Commission-approved rates.

The company proposes that deviations in other power supply expenses

such as fuel, purchased power, and surplus sales, each of which the company

does have some ability to affect, be shared 90% by customers and 10o/o by the

Company.

Does that conclude your testimony?

Yes.
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